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Abstract

We are interested in determining whether two spaces are coabsolute by comparing their
Boolean algebras of regular closed sets. It is known that when the spaces are compact Hausdorff
they are coabsolute precisely when the Boolean algebras of regular closed sets are isomorphic;
but in general this condition is not strong enough to insure that the spaces be coabsolute. In
this paper we show that for paracompact Hausdorff spaces, the spaces are coabsolute when the
Boolean algebra isomorphism and its inverse 'preserve' local finiteness, and for locally compact
paracompact Hausdorff spaces, the spaces are coabsolute when the collections of compact
regular closed subsets are 'isomorphic'.

Subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc. {MOS) 1970): 54D20; 54D45; 54G05.

Keywords and phrases: coabsolute spaces, Boolean algebra of regular closed sets.

The concept of the absolute of a space has been developed using different approaches
by Gleason (1958), Iliadis and Fomin (1966) and Ponomarev (1962) to mention
a few. It is well known that every regular space has an absolute which is
unique (up to homeomorphism); but in general this is a many-to-one relation.
Two spaces are said to be coabsolute if their absolutes are homeomorphic. If two
spaces are coabsolute, then their families of regular closed subsets are isomorphic
Boolean algebras. In the case that the spaces are compact, this is also a sufficient
condition for the spaces to be coabsolute since then the absolute is the Stone space
of the Boolean algebra of regular closed sets. In general, however, this is not a
sufficient condition for spaces to be coabsolute; for example Q and P are not
coabsolute where Q is the rationals and P is the irrationals although the regular
closed subsets of Q and P are isomorphic Boolean algebras. We are interested in
determining necessary and sufficient conditions for spaces to be coabsolute.
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In the first section of this paper we give necessary definitions and background
material. In the second section we develop a condition which is equivalent to the
condition that the Boolean algebras of the regular closed subsets of two spaces be
isomorphic. In the third section we determine restrictions on the Boolean algebra
isomorphism between the regular closed subsets which yield a necessary and
sufficient condition for spaces to be coabsolute when the spaces in question are
(1) paracompact and (2) locally compact paracompact.

1. Preliminaries

The notation and terminology of Gillman and Jerison (1960) and Walker (1974)
will be used. In particular, fiX will denote the Stone-Cech compactification of a
completely regular space X, and S{U) will denote the Stone space of U where U is a
complete Boolean algebra. All spaces are regular Hausdorff and all maps are
continuous.

Recall that a continuous map/from X onto Y is closed irreducible if the image
under/of each proper closed subset of X is a proper closed subset of Y. A space is
extremally disconnected if the closure of every open set is open. For each space X
there is a unique (up to homeomorphism) extremally disconnected space, EX, that
can be mapped onto X by a closed irreducible perfect continuous map. EX is
called the absolute of X. If there is a closed irreducible perfect map of X onto Y,
then X and Y are coabsolute.

For a space X, R(X) will denote the set of regular closed subsets of X where
R^Xis regular closed if clxint2 R = R. R(X) is a complete Boolean algebra under
the following operations: Let A,B,AaeR(X).

(i) A < B if and only if A £ B;
(ii) \/aAa = c l x u a in t x ^ a = c l x u a ^ a ;
(iii) /\aAa = clxintxnaAa;
(iw) A' = clx(X\A).

The points of S(R(X)) will be identified with the regular closed Boolean algebra
ultrafilters and the clopen subsets of S(R(X)) will be denoted by

where ReR(X). If X is completely regular then kfix: S(R(X))->fiX defined by

Bed

is a well-defined, closed irreducible, continuous map with kjx(X) dense in the
extremally disconnected space S(R(X)). Thus we will identify EX with kfcx(X) and
so pEX=S(R(X)). If X is compact, then EX = S(R(X)). If xeX, let
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wx(x) = k/fx(x) — (a G S(R(X)): R e a whenever x e intx R}. The preceding material
may be found in Gates (1977), Woods (1971) and Walker (1974).

If X and Y are coabsolute completely regular spaces, then there is a homeo-
morphism/: EX-+EY; the Stone extension/'': S(R(X))-»-S(R(Y)) is a homeo-
morphism and induces a Boolean algebra isomorphism h: R{X)-+R(Y) by

for ReR(X).

2. Condition equivalent to R(X)xR( Y)

In this section it is not necessary that the spaces be regular. A 77-basis of a space
A' is a collection 3$ of non-empty open sets such that for every non-empty open
set Us X, there exists Be38 such that i?£ JJ. We will need the following property
of a 7T-basis.

LEMMA 2.1. Let X be a space and let 3S be a -rr-basis of X. Then if R^
clxJntxR. SoifReR(X),clxu{Be3t: B^R} =

The proof of Lemma 2.1 is straightforward.

Let X and Y be spaces with 7r-bases ^ and ^ 2 respectively and suppose k is a
mapping from 3SX onto ^ 2 with the property (*) whenever A,Be^l7 then
AnB = 0 if and only if A:(^)nA:(5) = 0 . Some properties of A: are given in the
next lemma.

LEMMA 2.2. Let A, B, C,

(i) A £ B implies k(A) s clF k(B) and k(C)^k(D) implies C^c\xD.
(ii) LetSeR( Y) and let R = clx u {B e 38X: k(B) £ S}. Then ifBe^B^R if and

onlyifk(B)cS.

PROOF, (i) Let AsB and suppose k(A)n Y\clYk(B)^ 0 . Then there exists
Boe^ such that k(B0)ck(A)n Y\clYk(B). However, by property (*)BonA ^ 0
but BonB = 0 which contradicts .4£5. The second part of the statement is
proved similarly.

(ii) Let Be^. It is clear that if k(B)cS, then BcR. On the other hand, let
BeR and suppose k{B)nY\S^0. There is BXe3Sx such that k(Bj)ck{B)nY\S
and so by (i), JB1£C1X JB£/?. Thus ^ n \Jk(B)ssB^ 0> s o t h e r e i s ^ o e ^ i s u c h

that Boz B1 nB2 for some B2 e@x with k(B^S. Now &(£„)£ cl r i t ^ S ^\intK S
and so *(50)nS = 0. But &(.Bo)£clFit(5g)cS. This is a contradiction.

The mapping k:3Sx-^-3S% induces a mapping k: R(X)-+R(Y) by defining
= c\T\J{k(B):Be@1,BsR} for i{e/?(Jr)- Note that k(<f>) = 0. Some

properties of £ are given in the following lemma.
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LEMMA 2.3. (i) Jc: R(X)-+R(Y) is onto.
(ii) k(R AS) = k(R) A Jc(S) for R,Se R(X).
(iii) k(R') = (k(/?))' for ReR(X).
(iv) k(R) = 0 implies R = 0 where ReR(X).

PROOF, (i) Let SeR(Y). By Lemma 2.1, S = clFu{5e^2: B^S}. Let
R = dx[J{Be@1: k(B)£S}. Then k(R) = clF (J {k(B): Be^B^R}. By Lemma
2.2, B^R if and only if k(B)^S; so

clF U (KB): Be@v B^R} = c\

The proofs of (ii), (iii) and (iv) are straightforward using the definition of a w-basis
and the definition of k.

A subset U of a space X is regular open if i n t x c l x U= U.

THEOREM 2.4. Let X and Y be spaces such that the regular open subsets form a
iT-basis. Then R(X) and R(Y) are isomorphic Boolean algebras if and only if there
exist it-bases 3IX and 38% of X and Y respectively and a mapping k: Sf^-y^ which is
onto and has the property (*) // A,Be^Sx then AnB = 0 if and only if
k(A)nk(B) = 0.

PROOF. Suppose ^ and 3S2 are w-bases of Xand Yrespectively and A:: ^ - > ^ 2 is
onto with property (*). Define Jc: R(X)->R(Y) as it was defined following Lemma
2.2. By Lemma 2.3, Jc is a Boolean algebra isomorphism.

Conversely, suppose h: R(X)->R(Y) is a Boolean algebra isomorphism. Let
^ and ^2 be the regular open subsets of X and Y respectively; each set B in 9SX

(respectively 0&^) has a unique representation as inty-R (respectively intFS) for
someReR(X)(respectively SeR(Y)). Definek:&,_-*• Qbyk(intxR) = intFh(R).
Then k is well defined and maps @x onto ^2. Let U, Ve3Sx with U = intxR,
V=intxTfoT R,TeR(X). Suppose Un V= 0; then

k(U)nk(V) = intrh(R)nintrh(T)^h(R)Ah(T).

But since RAT=0, h(R)Ah(T) = 0 so k(U)nk(V) = 0. On the other hand,
if k(U)nk(V) = 0 then clF(intFA(.R)nintFh(T)) = h(R)Ah(T) = 0; so

RAT=CIX(UDV) = 0

and thus Un V=0.Sok has the required properties.
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NOTE 2.5. The condition required on the 77-bases in Theorem 2.4 is stronger than
the requirement that the two spaces have the same 7r-weight, even in the case where
the spaces are compact. For example, consider the compact spaces fiN and /3R
where N is the countable discrete space and R is the real numbers. Both of these
spaces have 7r-weight Ko. Since fiN is extremally disconnected J3N = EfiN, but
EfiN cannot be homeomorphic to the absolute of /JR because closed irreducible
maps preserve isolated points. So RffiN) and /?(j3R) are not isomorphic Boolean
algebras.

3. Necessary and sufficient conditions for spaces to be coabsolute

In the first theorem of this section we determine a restriction on the isomorphism
between R{X) and R{ Y) which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for Zand
Y to be coabsolute when X and Y are paracompact spaces.

For a space Z, let Cz be the collection of all regular closed, locally finite covers
of Z for which the interiors of the sets are pairwise disjoint, and partially order Cz

by refinement. Let Jz be an indexing set for Cz with the induced partial ordering.
If Ca e Cz, let Za be the discrete space whose points are the sets in Ca. If a, be Jz

and a^b (in other words Ca refines Cb), then define fzab: Za-+Zh by fzab(R) = 5
if R e Ca and 5 is the unique element in Cb for which /?£ S. It is known (Ponomarev
(1962), p. 143) that EZ is homeomorphic to the inverse limit induced by the
system {Za,fzab,Jz} when Z is a paracompact space. Now suppose Xand Fare
paracompact spaces with h: R(X)^-R(Y) a Boolean algebra isomorphism which
induces a mapping ft: CX-+CT by ft(C) = {h(R): ReC) for CeCx and suppose ft
has the property that {h\C): CeCx} is cofinal in CF. Then h~ induces a family of
homeomorphisms {ha: aeJx) between {Xa: aeJx} and a cofinal subset of
{Yb:beJT} such that hb.fxab=fTa'b'.ha, where £(Ca) = Da.6Cr and
ft{Cb) = DveCY. Thus liminv{Xa,fxab,Jx} and liminv{Ya,fTab,Jr} are
homeomorphic so X and Y are coabsolute. Next we show that this condition on
the Boolean algebra isomorphism is also necessary. So let X and Y be coabsolute
paracompact spaces and let / : EX^-EY be a homeomorphism. Then
p: S(R(X))-+S(R(Y)) induces the Boolean algebra isomorphism h between
R{X) and R(Y) by f^Xx(R)) = Ar(A(/J)) for ReR(X). For CeCx, define
ft{C) = {h(R): ReC}. The following lemmas show that ft maps Cx into CT-

We will say that a mapping k: R(X) -* R( Y) preserves local finiteness if whenever
jf^R(X) is a locally finite collection of X, then {k(R): ReJfjisa locally finite
collection of Y.

LEMMA 3.1. Let h: R(X)^-R(Y) be a Boolean algebra isomorphism induced as
above from a homeomorphism/between EXandEY. Then h preserves local finiteness.
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PROOF. Let 3t^R(X) be a locally finite subfamily of R(X) and let yeY.
rfyficEX and is compact. Let yx = {xeX: wx(x) nf^((oT(y)) ^ 0} and

for each xeyx, let Afz be an open neighborhood of x meeting only finitely many
members of 3V. Then fL{oiy{y))c.\JX€VxXx(c\xNx) and the compactness of
fL{u)T(y)) implies thaX f^iuiyiy))^ A^cl^JV) where N = NXiu... uJVXi for some
{xlt...,xk}^yx. Thus a>Y(y) =P{f^Tiy))^ffi^x^x*)) = Ar(/>(clxN))
and so ye'mtYh{c\xN). Since Nmisses all but finitely many members of 3P, and
A is a Boolean algebra isomorphism, intY h(clx N) misses all but finitely many
members of {h(R): R e Jf}.

LEMMA 3.2. Let h: R{X) ->R(Y)bea Boolean algebra isomorphism which preserves
local finiteness. Then if ^^R{X) is a locally finite cover of X, {h(R): ReJ^}
covers Y.

PROOF. Since {h(R): ReJt} is a locally finite collection of Y, then
Vjf h(R) = [Jjf h(R). A Boolean algebra isomorphism preserves existing suprema
and so Ky^R) = W^KR). But y^R = X, and h(X) = yand so7= (J

If CeCx, it is clear that the sets in h"(C) have pairwise disjoint interiors and so
ft maps Cx into CF. The above arguments can also be applied to hL and (h~L).
Thus k is onto. So we have proved the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.3. Let X and Y be paracompact spaces. X and Y are coabsolute if and
only if there is a Boolean algebra isomorphism h between R(X) and R( Y) which
induces a mapping h: CX^-CT by h{C) = {h(R): ReC} for CeCx and such that
h{Cx) is cofinal in Cy.

Using Theorem 3.3 and the lemmas used in its proof, we can reformulate the
necessary and sufficient condition for paracompact spaces to be coabsolute in a
more descriptive form as follows:

COROLLARY 3.4. Let X and Y be paracompact spaces. X and Y are coabsolute if
and only if there exists a Boolean algebra isomorphism between R(X) and R( Y) such
that the isomorphism and its inverse preserve local finiteness.

PROOF. By Lemma 3.1, if Jifand Kare coabsolute, then the isomorphism between
R(X) and R(Y) induced by the homeomorphism between EX and EY preserves
local finiteness. Conversely, if A: R(X)^-R(Y) is a Boolean algebra isomorphism
such that h and hL preserve local finiteness, then by Lemma 3.2, h induces a mapping
h:Cx-+CY and this will be onto. So by Theorem 3.3, X&nA Fare coabsolute.
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If we add the hypothesis that the spaces in question be locally compact as well
as paracompact, the necessary and sufficient condition for the spaces to be co-
absolute simplifies. For any space Z, let K(Z) be the collection of regular closed
compact subsets of Z. K(Z) plays a role for locally compact paracompact spaces Z
analogous to that of R(Z) for compact spaces Z—namely, we have the following
theorem.

THEOREM 3.5. Let X and Ybe locally compact paracompact spaces. Then X and Y
are coabsolute if and only if there is a one-to-one onto mapping ofK(X) onto K(Y)
which preserves v and A.

PROOF. Suppose X and Y are coabsolute. It suffices to show that the Boolean
algebra isomorphism h induced by the Stone extension of a homeomorphism
/ : EX-+EY(in other words ffi(Xx(.R)) = \T(h(R))), when restricted to K{X), maps
onto K(Y). For any regular space Z and ReR(Z), ReK(Z) if and only if
X)^EZ. SoifReK(X), X

thus h(R)eK(Y). Similarly, if ReK(Y), R = h(S) for SeR(X) and so
since fP is a homeomorphism,

HM)) Kx()fH) = EX.
Thus SeK(X).

Conversely, let A: K(X)^-K(Y) be one-to-one, onto and preserve v and A. Note
the following facts:

(i) If SeK(X) then h\R(S): R(S)->R(h(S)) is a Boolean algebra isomorphism
and so S and h(S) are coabsolute.

(ii) If C = {Ra: aeA}eCx and j : S^^a^-^ i s defined by j(x) = x for every
xe^ARa, then./ is closed irreducible, perfect and continuous; so X and 2^JR O

are coabsolute. Furthermore, the absolute of Y,A Rais homeomorphic to Y,A ERa-
Thus it suffices to find CeCx such that C^K(X) and for which

{h(R): ReC}eCr.
Since X is locally compact and paracompact, X has a locally finite cover F of

compact regular closed subsets. By Dugundji (1968), p. 178, Exercise 1.7, there is a
family of pairwise disjoint open sets whose closures form a cover C of X which is
a refinement of F. So CeC x and CsK(X). The sets in {h(R): ReC} have pairwise
disjoint interiors.

(iii) {h(R): R e C} is a locally finite collection of Y. Let y e Y and let cl r M be a
compact neighborhood of y. Then c\rM = h(S) for some SeK(X). For each
xeS, there is a compact neighborhood clx JVX of x which meets only finitely many
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members of C, and since S^\Jxe8Nx and S is compact, S^N = NXiu...uNXi

for some {xlt . . . . x j s s . Since clxN meets only finitely many members of C, and
h preserves A, intFh(S) meets only finitely many members of {h(R): ReC}.

(iv) {h(R):ReC} is a cover of Y. By (iii), \JBeCKR) is closed. If
Y\ \JBeCKK) * 0 , then there is a non-empty 5 GA:(F) such that 5 c y\ \JBeCh(R)
and S = h(T) for some non-empty Te K(X). Then TAR = 0 since A(r) A A(-R) = 0
for every J? e C and thus intx T s X\ R for all i? e C. But then

inters n *A* = AU R = 0.
o a

So (iii) and (iv) show that {h(R): ReC}eCr.

REMARKS. (1) The condition given in Theorem 3.5 for locally compact para-
compact spaces is strictly stronger than the condition that the Boolean algebras of
regular closed subsets be isomorphic as the following example shows. This example
was suggested by the referee. Let 04n)neiV be a partition of N into &$„ infinite sets.
Let X = \JneNc^fiN^n- Since N is extremally disconnected, so is /SiVand also any
dense subset of jSJV; thus EN = N and EX = X. Since N is dense in X, R(N) and
R(X) are isomorphic Boolean algebras. Obviously N and Xaie not homeomorphic,
even though they are both locally compact and w-compact and have the same
density and cellularity. Since N and X are not coabsolute, Theorem 3.5 assures us
that although R(N) and R(X) are isomorphic, there is no mapping between K(N)
and K(X) which is one-to-one, onto, and preserves v and A.

(2) We will now see that the condition given in Theorem 3.5 is the same as the
condition that the Boolean algebra of regular closed sets be isomorphic if the spaces
are locally compact, non-compact metric spaces without isolated points. Let .Jf and
Y be two such spaces with R(X) and R( Y) isomorphic. Then the following argument
shows that X and Y have the same density: EX and EY are dense open subsets
of S(R(X)) x S(R(Y)) and so have the same density; since a space and its absolute
have the same density, the conclusion follows. It is known (for example, Gates
(1977)) that two locally compact, non-compact metric spaces without isolated
points are coabsolute if they have the same density. This, along with Theorem 3.5,
yields the statement that R(X) and R(Y) are isomorphic Boolean algebras if and
only if there is a one-to-one, onto mapping between K{X) and K(Y) which
preserves v and A when X and Y are locally compact, non-compact metric spaces
without isolated points. Note that the restriction of a particular isomorphism
between R(X) and R(Y) may not be the required mapping between K(X) and
K(Y); for example, if h: R([0, l))->i?((0,1)) is defined by h(S) = 5n(0,1) where
SsR([0,1)), A is a Boolean algebra isomorphism, but the restriction of h to
K({0,1)) does not map into #((0,1))
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(3) If {\x(R)nEX: Re3tf) is a point-finite collection of dopen sets in EX
where J ^ s R(X), then {intx R: Re JF) is a point-finite collection of open sets in X.
This raises an interesting question suggested by the referee: Is there a result
analogous to Corollary 3.4 for metacompact spaces with point-finiteness being the
property to be 'preserved' in some sense ?
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